OVERVIEW OF ANIMAL RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS

THE ANIMAL RIGHTS INDUSTRY is worth over HALF A BILLION DOLLARS annually

Instead of helping animals, most of this money does to:
FUNDRAISING EFFORTS, SALARIES, LOBBYING & LEGAL FEES

If you want to help animals, look into donating to your local shelter

What You Need To Know - Animal Rights Organizations

Having knowledge about the most prominent animal rights organizations and their true goals is extremely important. They are working hard to influence lawmakers in order to push legislation, regulations, and ordinances that make animal ownership more difficult with each incremental step. They use donation dollars to spread their tentacles far and wide. The list of their activities is very long and includes working to influence law enforcement, teachers, children in school, religious institutions, and more. These organizations are not concerned with animal welfare, they are concerned with pushing their agenda, which has far-reaching implications for all Americans.

Jump to:

Humane Society of the United States - HSUS
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals - PETA
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals - ASPCA
Animal Legal Defense Fund - ALDF
Direct Action Everywhere - DxE
Nonhuman Rights Project - NhP
American Wild Horse Campaign - AWHC
Grey2K

Links to more information:

Article - HSUS Tentacles
Article - Animal Rights vs Animal Welfare - Know the Difference
Article - Animal Rights Group Pushes for Habeas Corpus for Animals
Article - Animal Rights Groups - Who They Really Are
Article - Anthropomorphism - The Greatest Threat to Animal Welfare
Trent Loos Interview #1 with John Bolin - Past ASPCA Investigator - Animal Rights Organizations Involvement with Law Enforcement
Trent Loos Interview #2 with John Bolin - Past ASPCA Investigator - Animal Rights Organizations Involvement with Law Enforcement
Trent Loos Interview #3 with John Bolin - Past ASPCA Investigator - Animal Rights Organizations Involvement with Law Enforcement
Trent Loos Interview with Security Consultant John Sancenito - Exposing Activities of Animal Rights and Other NGO's